A) Choose the correct prefix and suffix for each root word to form a new word.

Form new words, adding appropriate prefixes and suffixes to the roots.

ic  re  ly  dis  in
ful  ion  ir  al  un

1) ______ faith ______

2) ______ create ______

3) ______ regular ______

4) ______ approve ______

5) ______ organ ______

B) Form new words by adding prefixes and suffixes to the roots.

6) ______

7) ______

 conduct
A) Choose the correct prefix and suffix for each root word to form a new word.

Form new words, adding appropriate prefixes and suffixes to the roots.

(Answers may vary)

1) _______ faith _______ ful _______ unfaithful

2) _______ cre _______ recreation

3) _______ reg _______ regularly

4) _______ app _______ disapproval

5) _______ org _______ inorganic

B) Form new words using prefixes and suffixes to the words below.

6) _______ re _______ able

7) _______ semi _______ non _______ conduct _______ ing _______ or